
Dear Harvest Partner,
What an incredible year 2018 has been! The beginning of sorrows; for surely judgement is falling on

this earth. Now let us look at some events that have happened in this past year. Horrific fires in California
devastating an entire city with many deaths. A major earthquake in Alaska, destroying much property. The
huge hurricane Michael that hit Florida that also destroyed a coastal city. There’s been extreme weather
patterns this year bringing the coldest weather in the USA as well as other countries. Floods and droughts
and an increasing amount of earthquakes worldwide in the magnitude of 7.5. As of this writing a large
volcano erupted in Indonesia killing hundreds as well as a tsunami following and thousands are injured.
– Huge riots in France, also a large number of people trying to escape from oppressed countries looking for a
safe haven. Brother Neal Frisby wrote much about the coming riots that would be in the end time. And I
quote here from his writings.

The Latter Times in Prophecy – “Not since the nations began has people been so fearful of the future!
Some are frightened because of the crime wave and drugs; others fear a nuclear holocaust; some nations fear
famine and dreaded food shortages! Others fear worldwide depression and plagues. And some for good
reason know chaos looms in the coming time ahead!”

“One thing for certain, the nations are running out of time! But the elect know the future, and we are
comforted by the Scriptures. – While mankind fears some of the things we spoke about above, something
else is taking place they are not noticing. – “For as a snare it shall come on all of them who dwell on the
face of the whole earth!” – The snare of ‘Mystery Babylon’ is rising across the earth, casting its shadows
before. And out of these twilight shadows shall rise a super dictator!  Most of the population is unaware of
these things. Satan’s influence will now grow stronger than ever. These influences will grow ever more
subtle at the end of the age creating a world of make believe and fantasy leading to idolatry in its worst
form! Remember as a snare it shall come! (Luke 21:35)”

I Timothy 4:1 – “Now the Spirit speaketh expressly that in the latter times some shall depart from the
faith, giving heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of devils.” Verse 2, “Speaking lies in hypocrisy;
having their conscience seared with a hot iron.” End quote.

To start the year off in 2019 a partial solar eclipse will be Jan. 6th, as well as a total lunar eclipse Jan. 21st.
Luke 21:25, “And there shall be signs in the sun, and in the moon, and in the stars; and upon the earth
distress of nations, with perplexity; the sea and the waves roaring.” – Note: Starting with Oct. 18 through
Oct. 31st there were 14 straight days without a sun spot. – A similar happening 300 years ago. – Brother
Frisby wrote of the coming change of the earths’ axis. – A Bible scholar friend of mine believes this as well.
More on this later.

Another wonderful quote from Neal Frisby. – God has divine love – I John 4:16, “God is love; and he that
dwelleth in love dwelleth in God, and God in him.” – An outpouring of diving love is coming as He
returns. The Elect for the first time in our era will be given the most divine love ever, and be filled with it in
the days ahead in this restoration we are now in. The Elect will actually feel the impact. What an incredible
uplift when He binds together His children, symbolic of this heavenly Scripture, Job 38:31, “Canst thou bind
the sweet influences of Pleiades, or loose the bands of Orion?” (Also read Psalms Chapter 103 and Psalms
Chapter 134) – Everything in this age will be distorted, and will be even more so ahead. God’s word and
work is a treasure! Therefore we must handle it carefully. Be steadfast and confident with it!” End quote.

This month I am releasing a book called “The Voice” and DVD, “Authoritative Faith.” – Once again we’re
entering a New Year! There’s no better time to support this ministry as the age is closing fast. “The Lord
gave the word: great was the company of those that published it!” (Psalms 68:11) – Our representative is
returning to Africa this month. May the Lord richly bless you in this coming New Year!
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All three CD’s ($15.00 donation) DVD release: “Authoritative Faith!”
“Midnight Alert” Also available: “Infinite Kingdom”
“God’s Calm” ($20.00 donation)
“Confessions Power”


